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Test Claimants in the Thin Cap Group Litigation v Commissioners of Inland Revenue C-524/04 
ECJ Judgment 13 March 2007

The ECJ yesterday handed down its judgment in the UK thin cap GLO case.

Claims were brought by the French Lafarge Group, the Swedish Volvo AB Trucks Group and 
Caterpillar and Pepsi in relation to interest disallowed under the UK’s thin capitalisation provisions, or 
interest paid but by agreement not claimed, or loans made on an interest free basis, or situations 
where additional equity had been introduced by agreement with UK HMRC.

The Court first held that the case should be considered only under Article 43, freedom of 
establishment, as any restrictive effects on the freedom to provide services or the free movement of 
capital must be seen as unavoidable consequences of any restriction on freedom of establishment.

Next, the Court noted that the national provisions in question were not based on a mere allocation of 
taxing powers between the UK and the relevant treaty partner countries, and as they involved a 
difference in treatment between UK resident subsidiaries based on the place where the parent 
company had its seat, constituted a restriction on the freedom of establishment of the non-UK resident 
parent company. The Court also noted that it was sufficient that such legislation be capable of 
restricting the exercise of that freedom i.e. it was not necessary to establish that the legislation in 
question had actually inhibited transactions.

As regards justification, the Court rejected an attempted Bachmann preservation of the coherence of 
the tax system defence, because of the absence of a demonstrable link between the tax disadvantage 
and a corresponding tax advantage viz a corresponding exclusion of the disallowed interest in the non-
UK resident parent company.

As regards justification based on anti-avoidance, the Court held (as in Cadbury) that for restriction on 
freedom of establishment to be justified on the ground of prevention of tax abusive practices, the 
specified objective of such restriction must be to prevent conduct involving the creation of “wholly 
artificial arrangements” not reflecting economic reality, and designed to escape tax normally due on 
profits generated by activities carried out on national territory  

The Court went on to hold, therefore, that legislation such as the UK’s thin capitalisation provisions 
whether prior to 1995 (when changes were made) or between 1995 and 1998 (when further changes 
were made) or between 1998 and 2004 (when the legislation was extended to UK to UK transactions) 
was precluded by the EC treaty freedom of establishment unless, first, that that legislation provided for 
the consideration of objective and verifiable elements making it possible to identify the existence of a 
purely artificial arrangement entered into for tax reasons only to be established, and also allowing 
taxpayers to produce without undue administrative constraints evidence as to the commercial 
justification for the transaction in question; secondly, where it is established that a purely artificial 
arrangement exists, the relevant legislation must treat interest as a distribution only in so far as it 
exceeds what would have been agreed upon at arm’s length.

The claims by non-EU parents whether lending directly or via an EU (non-UK) subsidiary were also to 
be dealt with under freedom of establishment and accordingly there was no EC Treaty remedy where 
an EU (non-UK) company did not exercise a definite influence over a UK resident borrowing company.

Claims for tax unlawfully collected were held to be restitutionary claims.

The UK’s request for a temporal limitation of the judgment was rejected.
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